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Self evaluation worksheet for students

Past continuous and continuous forms are typically used in conjunction with action verbs such as torque, drive, play, and so on. Continuous forms are not used with non-verbs such as be, seem, and taste. Some toothed verbs can be used as action verbs, so there are a few exceptions. For example, 'smell' - it smelled
good. The smell of roses was smelled when walking through the window. Jane entered the character when he walked into the room: title + (was, was) + current participation (verb's ing form) + object. They were discussing the issue at 11. The title + (was, it was) + not + verb + object did not watch JackTV. He was



cooking dinner. We didn't waste time! We were working hard. (Question word) + (was, was) + current participants (ing form of verb)? What were you doing at 7? Did Jennifer pay attention during the meeting? A series of pasts is used to talk about what happened at certain moments in the past. Alex was knitting a sweater
at 10:30 a.m. yesterday morning. My friends were waiting for me at 9. Continuations of the past are often used with simple things of the past to express what happened when something important happened. They were working on the project when she exploded into the room. I was thinking of him when the phone rang.
Guess who was it?! These time expressions are typically used in conjunction with past continuations to represent past behaviorthat occurs at certain moments in the past. At that moment and the moment refer to a certain period of the past. These two expressions are often used in conjunction with past continuations. It is
common to use a simple in the past to speak, but if you want to express what happened at the exact moment in the past, use past continuation. She was having breakfast at 6.45 this morning. We were working at 10pm at his request. Alan didn't meet Tom at 9. He met dennis. When you simply use 'time' to describe
important events that have happened in the past. When he returned home, they were preparing. Alice didn't think about it when she said so. What were you doing when he asked the question? 'While' is used in conjunction with a series of pasts to describe something that happened when something else happened.
Middle describes what is happening with nounphrases or nounphrases. I typed while he instructed. She did not pay attention during the meeting. Jackson was working while he was having a good time. Conjugate verbs in parentheses in past continuous tenses. For questions, also use the title shown. When he arrived,
she was on ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ______ at 5 o'clock (do not sleep). Peter ________ (work) when i called. French. I______ during
presentation._____ (Brian Talk) during class (not paying attention)? We ______ when he walked into the door (not cooking). Jason ________ (played) piano at 3pm yesterday. What if the presentation is exactly what Howard gave? Andrea ________ (not expected) you arrive too early! When you said _______ (you
think) ?! ______ (when she calls) and does the lyrics? Carlos ______ I drank tea when I walked into the room. They meet exactly at 2.35pm with Smith and Co _______ my cousin ________ a good time when I arrived (not having) . They discussed the issue when ______ (discussion) she telephoned._____ in the
garden (they work) when you arrived? She chooses the correct time representation used in conjunction with past continuous periods of ____________ if she pays attention to every word without taking notes during the presentation. What were you doing at the meeting? The team finished the report at 5 a.m.
(listen/morning). They discussed the issue (when/at) As I walked into the room. Jackson did not listen while explaining the situation (during and during). Did Alice pay attention during (during/ during) the presentation? They were having a quiet breakfast (this/morning) when he arrived. What happened to them (when
/entered) and what they were doing? Sheila was playing the piano (while/while) and he was working on the computer. I was working on a computer at 7 o'clock this morning. Alex wasn't playing golf (on/on) in the morning. He was working. What were you doing at 4 o'clock? She was working quietly (when/for) and he
opened the door. Peter did not do chores in the morning (he/yesterday) in the lyrics. He was working in the garden. Where were they sleeping when they returned home last night? Jason (when/at) thought about the problem he had asked for an answer. Our teacher was explaining the math (in/when) and he burst into the
room with the news. Dilbert was working on a computer at 4 this morning! Were they listening to the question (by/in)? She didn't work when he came to the office (when/entered). They didn't think about it (when/when) they made a decision. Were you were doing was workingwas workingwas studying wasn't paying
attentionwas Brian talkingweren't cooking was giving Was Howard looking weren't expecting she was drinking was meeting wasn't having discussing when they were working was sleeping weren't taking while while whilewherewhen when when mediansheet whenwhen when mediansheet when. D. Russell print sit-in
central worksheet 1, answer in PDF format. The answer is on page 2 of the PDF. Mean, median, and mode are all measures of central trends. The median is the middle value of the list. If you have a total of numbers (for example, 9, 13, 27, 101...number), sort the list in ascending order, and the median becomes the
middle item or number of the list. However, the sum of the list A slightly different calculation is required. The median is the same as the sum of the two numbers in the middle (after sorting the list in ascending order). Therefore, the middle number is the median, lined up from the smallest to the largest number! Strange
and even the rules must be remembered. The quick rule of thumb is the median is the middle, the number in the middle in the increase set of the number. Example: To calculate the median: 9, 3, 44, 17, 15 (there is odd amount: 5) Sort numbers: 3, 9, 15, 17, 44 (the largest in the smallest) median for this group of
numbers: to calculate the median of 15 (number in the middle): 8, 3, 44, 17, 17, there are numbers of 17: 6) Sort numbers: 3, 6, 8, 12, 17, 24, then 24 by middle 2 : 8 12 = 20 ÷ 2 = 10 the median in this group is 10. Median worksheet 2. D.Russell Print Central Worksheet 2 PDF Format Exercise Question: 34, 43, 45, 1,
30, 4Median = 32 7, 32, 1, 28, 43, 37, = 30 35, 33, 15, 32, 2, 28, 42Median = 32 29, 3, 42, 17, 48, 7Median = 17 45, 29, 17, 12, 12, 13, 28Median = 22.5 14, 13, 28Median = 22.5 14, 13, 28Median, 6, 31, 66, 16, 16, 16 , 66, 16, 46, 42, 17Median = 35 College Admissions Specialist, Patrick J. O'Connor, Ph.D., is associate
dean of college counseling at the Kingswood School of Cranbrook, Detroit, Metropolitan. Patrick, a former president of the National Association of College Admissioncounselation (NACAC) and ACAC of Michigan, teaches counseling in the university selection process through graduate classes and professional
development programs. In 2017-18, he served as the U.S. Department of Education's first school counselor ambassador fellow, informing the Department of Education of current trends and concerns about school counselors. You've worked really hard, taking all these ideas about being a strong student. Let's relax with
marshmallows. Take some notes here, tell me what you see - and yes, if you need to get up and get your own marshmallow when the video is over, that's more than OK. What I just saw is a reproduction of a classic psychological experiment that provides insight into self-discipline. The rules seem simple and clear. You
can eat other marshmallows for a while, not with marshmallows. But as you can see in the video, the rules are not easy for some people to live in. Of course, some people pick up marshmallows, some pretend to eat it, some even lick - but it's all decent because they don't eat marshmallows. But what about children who
eat small nibbles and want the experimenters to see them? And what's happening to your child unless you take out a pretty big nibble from a marshmallow but don't eat everything? Is she really hoping that the experimenter won't notice? And for adults in this version of the marshmallow test, who actually eats everything?
She's really cool and just one Is it now, or is she hoping that the experimenter will give her a break and give her a second one anyway? This video, and other replicas of the Marshmallow test, obviously - if the experimenter is looking for people who are trying to stay still in their chairs and just let go of the time, they really
need to keep looking for a long time. Lessons from the Marshmallow test returned to the top of the page can give us a pretty good insight into our level of self-discipline, as long as we are honest with ourselves. Hey most people watch the video, that's not me. I will be the one who can just sit there and wait. But consider
these real situations, which include different kinds of marshmallows: you keep checking your phone for text of friends who said that you could meet you after dinner, although you talked with your parents at dinner. You have to send class notes to record the cards, but your favorite shows are on TV early tonight, so you
smoke note cards, because it won't take long to rewrite them anyway. You know you have to clean up all of your chemistry lab experiments, but the last bell of the day rings, you've cleaned three test tubes, and go catch up with your friends. You know why you failed the last geography quiz because you didn't study, but
you just don't want to be prepared for tomorrow's exams, so you take notes on the planner asking your teacher for extra credits. The truth is, we all have marshmallows in our lives, we all have spinach, or liver, or something we don't really want to eat. In the world of choice between marshmallows and liver, we want to go
with marshmallows every time - even if it's a text from a friend who might never come. And last yes, where students rely on extra credit to get them? This happens so often in school, and always ends badly – but it's not worth eating the liver of the liver that comes later, and it's not worth eating the liver of studying that
they'll have to eat now to avoid the liver they'll have to eat later. A quick search for the background of self-discipline returned to the top of the page includes some familiar phrases such as self-control and emotional intelligence. But none of this captures what self-discipline really is. Self-control makes life sound like any
kind of chemical experiment, and every element exists in bad things that can happen at any given moment. Emotional intelligence provides a tool to understand how we feel in a given situation, but recognizing that we can make choices is not the same as understanding what choices we should make. It can be quite
difficult to pass the idea that self-discipline isn't much fun, but this quote from author Abraham Joshua Heschel puts a new twist on self-discipline: pride is a source of discipline. A sense of dignity grows with the ability to reject itself. Now there's a concept. Hanging. We don't forget to tease our friends or meet them after
school when we say we will do it. For what? We respect them. My mom tells us to take out the garbage, and we hate to take the garbage out, but we do it because it's important to her. Respect. There are classes where students don't think twice about getting bored, but other classes that like teachers pay attention
without problems. Respect. This isn't always easy, but it does it anyway. Your friends wore goofy blouses to class, and we cut them a little slack. Mom's attraction to empty trash cans is a little obsessive, but it doesn't say anything. Your favorite teacher sometimes talks too much about football for your taste, but it's cool.
And it's a secret. Respect is someone's cool look. Back at the top of the page, keep that in mind - respect is looking at someone's cool. Now go for a moment and write down the names of the five respected people and why you respect them. I've got it? Good. Now turn the paper over and write down five reasons for
respecting yourself. First, return to the answer. Draw a line below the last line and list the five things you want to respect. The next 10 minutes or so, just think about those five things, why they matter to you. If you want, write down your ideas. Go back to the top of the page now, next to each of the five things you want to
respect for yourself, and write down the five things you can get in your way. What can prevent you from showing the same consideration, the same consistency that you show to others you admire? These are just blockers that need to go - and there are ways to get rid of them. This article offers five main ways to grow
your ego, and if you think about it, they're all very familiar to you: did you remove the temptation from the marshmallow video where the subject was sitting? Because of this, they were placed right in front of the marshmallow, some of whom left the chair. Experiments did not provide an opportunity to escape temptation,
but life often does. Think about other things, do other things, distract them with other ideas, and do what you need to do to make yourself rude until you have no choice. It can be awkward, uncomfortable, and mundane to do new things, especially if you're trying to do something that doesn't go smoothly. If you know that
change is right, respect is the only way to become a new habit. We talked about the importance of taking a break while studying. I'm now studying pride, and it's okay to do something else while completing this technique. You may also want to consider taking a break to do good for others. Give yourself a breakso you are
not perfect? That's ok. Here's a list of people: One of the most underrated songs of the 70s, The Strong Word Keep going while the weak give up and stay. Like most people, moving on is the most challenging skill to be perfect. Returning to the top of the page it shouldn't be surprising that showing self-discipline in one
part of your life can lead to more self-discipline in other parts of your life as well. Every morning the alarm goes off, get ready to go to school immediately, take care of the chores, and exercise all of the mental muscle of self-discipline. Like crosstrains, respecting your skills in one part of your life can provoke new respect
as a student to help athletes achieve their greatest success. You already know a lot of the specific steps needed to become a more trained student, summed up well in this video. Keeping a planner and sticking to it will help you set the course for new habits. Recognizing performance (improving grades, decreasing
cravings for exams) and writing in journals can help provide evidence that you are making progress. Living through the inconvenience of trying something new is another proof that we are on the path to success on a different level. Waking up one day and not thinking about a new level of discipline is not a big deal, it
means that you are with you in life. This last point is important to understand - there is really no way to know when new habits of self-discipline become natural. For some people, and for some habits, it's a matter of work; For others, it's a matter of months, even years. The experimenter sits in a chair. I will be back in 5
minutes, and if marshmallows are still here, you will get a second. Many people are hanging there for 5 minutes. Most of the time, we don't track the time; We can only track our progress. The good news is that tracking our progress is making more progress. Go back to the top of the page thinking about self-discipline
because pride can really be a game changer. Like video gamers whose lives are much easier when unlocking the next core tool, pride can open up a new world of energy, opportunity, and a new way of looking at the world, and most self-discipline involves seeing the same situation in a new way. At the same time, some
students will see the idea of pride as a high level of doubt. While watching the past or sticking to the way i've always seen myself, they can summarize their views in this video or with simple phrases, seeing opportunities to learn new behaviors that lead to new opportunities and I get it. But it's not motivating. This is
especially true when you look at the techniques that presenters use to wake themselves up every morning. He prepares a Twitter post to pay $5 each of his friends the next morning before falling asleep. The only way it doesn't happen is Wakes up when his alarm goes off and he cancels his Twitter post. If not, it's a
payday for his friends! It's easy to see why going back to the top of the page and setting a big goal may not be enough to help you change the way you live your life. It takes time to achieve a large goal, and unexpected events can be obtained in a way that you can't control. If you feel that way or if your goal setting is not
successful, go back to the main rules of pride and make some adjustments: Set a fair goal: Set a fair goal. In this case, choose that your homework is complete and that you are on daily for a week. Higher ratings in the following spelling quiz than obtained from the last spelling quiz; After school, meet with a teacher to
review the approximate draft of the paper. The goal is to require some action that does not appear now, but says nothing should be impossible. So if you can't quite get to this, try this first. Celebrating the steps to organize your learning space can be a big step toward singing a better student, but it's not something you
want to share on social media (unless it looks like this). Share the news with one or two people, take notes in your journal, check with the planner, and acknowledge your contributions to what you've done. Keep in mind that the main reason 8 million people watched this video is because they want inspiration. They want
to know that it is possible to do the impossible. Because they want to get up in the morning and know that any challenge they can't handle can really be a cake piece. With the big picture in mind, being fired by greatness and everyday goodness creates and works toward the natural productive life we have. Even if we
don't fully remember why we are working towards the goal, staying at work and returning to the top of the page learning, is the work definition of persistence. Self-discipline can determine to change our behavior, but persistence is the quality that helps us maintain that behavior, even if it is not clear why we do it. If it
sounds like patience, it's not right if it's all about doing things that don't help you. Persistence is more like doing something with a purpose that really takes a long time, and the only way to do that is to stick to it. Examples of persistence can be found in all kinds of places, from the business world to everyday life.
Persistence has recently received a lot of attention, thanks in part to the researchers who have shown that it is possible to teach students how to persist. The idea, also known as sand, has been part of education for a very long time, and ask a coach or math teacher. However, research is important because it hopes to
show students with different levels of persistence the best way to teach sand. The coach Creating a lot of books for one student is durable, but the same approach can lead other students to take over the bassoon. Although returning to the top of page grit studies is in its infancy, some of the findings lead to some
interesting ideas, including: too many students who teach students about the brain go through schoolbelieving that they have too much to learn, or they're not going to be good on a particular topic. Early studies on sand say that the more students understand how the brain actually works, the more they can change. This
shows how you can become a better learner over time as well; It also helps them to abandon the idea that they can learn more or understand more about the world. The best way to learn about the sand that expects more from students is to use sand, so teachers are designing classes that require students to respond a
little less and respond a little more. The result? Students need to think about the ideas presented to themselves, and are expected to consider them from one or more perspectives, which expands their ability to see things, including themselves, in new ways. The day when a teacher gave students a word and handed
over the test to the students, the day they cried out for progress. Tying the student's success to action (a good thing on a hundred-year quiz of solitude. your work in that research group is really paying money!), teachers make the difference and make it clear to the student that it is not the brain power alone; It was
sticking to it. Among today's great mysteries is how some students who use technology to make lessons like video games can spend time playing video games, doing the same thing over and over, failing, just sticking to it and finally reaching the next level. This works at home in front of the big screen, but most of these
same gamers can't bother memorizing the time table or doing other school days looking into repetitions? What's the difference? Researchers are trying to figure this out, and their initial idea suggests: the steps involved in getting to the next step are easy to understand and manageable; Remuneration is worth it. Using
technology and video game approaches in the classroom is a key iteration and expectation in sustainability development. Back at the top of the page researchers have begun to understand how persistence can be a bigger part of a student's life, but the idea of working together now can still be an active part of your life.
Realizing that you and your brain have the potential to learn is a key part of developing sand, so it may be a good idea to understand more about your noggin.' First of all, take this quick quiz to give you some ideas now showing you how much sand in your life. No matter how you score, remember that you have the
potential to build more sand. The results of this quiz can give you some insight into how to do it. (And if you want Measuring your social sand, this quiz gives you a try - but remember, there's not much science behind this one.) Next, it's time to see what your brain can do to make sure it's getting the message it needs to
become a sand factory. This article is one of the many things that talk about the sustainability of the sport, but it's one of the ideas of working in school and in the social field: think about obstacles if you know you need to be more persistent. There is a good chance that you know; You need to give yourself a chance to
acknowledge them. Great motivational speaker Les Brown is known for saying that if you can look up, you can get happy. If you have an attitude that you are positively looking at anything but, it's time for me to transform the attitude of impossible into a possible attitude (did you see what Audrey Hepburn did?) and first do
what seems most difficult to achieve when you know the peak time of the day. Stay focused, focus on good things, and finish the job with challenging tasks that you know you can do well. This is how you grow progress. In addition, this article points out a lesson in thinking about sustainability coming from the gaming
world. If you don't realize success, you're more likely to learn from failure if you feel you're in control of what happened. If you don't get up early and arrive late to school, you can learn from the experience as soon as you realize that it's the cause. But it takes longer to learn anything from that message because it's so
heavy that if you get up early and still get up late to school, it takes longer to learn anything from that message (or not?) and this goes back to the importance of finding ways to reflect the progress you're achieving in your goals. If you can understand what you can do to develop (if you can look up), you're inclined to try
again (you can get) and the art of adjusting goal height setting goals is a lifetime process - some goals will be too high at first and some will be too low. When the time comes to choose between the two, make sure you have a high goal. The science behind this choice is not so accurate, but part of the idea is that if you
achieve it you should be worthy of a goal - if you think someone can do what you just did, it's not the kind of compliment you can grow up with. Just ask Tom Hanks. Calling yourself out of research often reinforces what we already know - and that's the case when it comes to praising your own efforts. Finding good on
what you've created in your day lifts your sense of ego and vision - as long as it's based on something real. Take a look at what you're doing and look at your journal. This is how to increase optimism. Another lesson that we value repetition is the way to get from video games. The value of purposeful repetition. Repeating
yourself can easily see situations where you get anywhere (in fact, it can be a negative thing), but now I know why teachers build repetitions in their classes, how you can learn from it, and you are now controlling what you think about listening to the same thing more than once. The anatomy student talked about a
professor who started all classes the same way. He put an empty picture of his body on the screen and drew a key vein to explain their relationship and purpose. The second day started in the same way, but since the teacher added it to the muscles, the description of the veins became a little shorter. The third day
started with veins and muscles, then added organs. It continued in this way throughout the entire semester, and while the students began to really appreciate the art and beauty of the professor's work, the repetition undoubtedly drove other students crazy. I have to wonder which students did better on the last test.
Based on sand research, I think we all know. Back at the top of the page we've already talked about the importance of seeing failurefrom the right perspective, but this is an idea that is repeated for two reasons. First, fear of failure can give you an attitude that suggests that there is no reason to strive to realize your goals.
You can see it too hard, too easily, too complicated, or something else people will laugh at. There are a million reasons people come up to decide that the goal is just to think about a dream and to be left with something good. It's easy to understand why some people look at failure that way, especially if they've
experienced a major out-of-control failure. But others experience great failure – many of them are in front of friends, and after learning that they have to learn from failure to prevent it from happening again, (sometimes, even if it is). What's the difference? They want something better for themselves, and sand is learning to
see your life more from that perspective. The second reason it is important to see failures is to understand what needs to be changed to experience greater success next time. Sometimes it's as simple as remembering not opening a big door at level 4 in a video game, or it can be a little more complicated at other times,
so trying to figure out what went wrong is more like guessing than guessing. What gives us humility to continue, acknowledge that we can learn more, and acknowledge that we are looking forward to learning more? Sand. Fear of failure prevents you from doing anything, and prevents you from learning anything for fear of
analyzing failures. Take the time to understand what happened and make what happens next much better - and if you don't believe me, take it from someone who remembers his success best. Keep. Last updated: January 30, 2019
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